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3. CP violation in the standard model and predictions for the b-quark sector. %"%
2. Top quarks at the LHC and high energy e " e ' colliders
7 I1. Heavy flavours at LEP .· tests of the Standard Model and the physics beyond
The lectures are divided into three parts .%Z
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fragmentation, QCD and mixing az described in the tezt. OCR Output
and of,u·pa£rs A;3(;z) on sin: GW. .-Usa shown is the combined uncertainty from
metry of lepton: from B·decays (incfuding QCD corrections and midng) A;g(Z)
Fig. .{: Dependence of the left-right asymmetry .·1_r_g, the f01"..h’Gfd·bdC.kIUGT¢i asym
K · Z sm2@..
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et aL, Phys. Rev. D2T, 105 (1983). OCR Output
1719 (1988); J. Chrin. Z. Phys. C36, 163 (1987); and C. Peterson
included here. References: D. Bortoletto et aL, Phys. Rev. D3T,
eg = 0.006 2 0.002. The corresponding Peterson shapes are
(rg) = 0.83 2 0.03, corresponding to eg = 0.0623:3; and
With this dehnition at ,/Z z 30 GeV, (rg) = 0.67 1: 0.03
correcting for gluon radiation before the Enal fragmentation.
to dehne a scaling variable z as z = (E +p“)h,d_/(E +p)q,,,,;,,
instead of the scaling variable z or :1., some experiments prefer
form; dc/dz ~ :(1- z)/[(1- :)+ez]2, for e = 0.15. We note that22
(E + p)/(E + p)u,,,_ um,. Also shown is the Peterson et aL
(G = 10 GeV, as a function of the scaling variable z, =
production of D‘(2010)* mesons in e*e‘ annihilation at
Heavy quark hagmentationz Inclusive croas section for the


















B: 0.090.07 x 0.04 0.05 t 0.02J/W K 4%
[fw -• K"'rr"
J/W —·£*l‘ 0.06 t 0.03 (new 1989)










CLEO TIIEORY lll l Nb B/IODecay Channel l ARGUS
values for thc branching fractions, cxcct for Br( D, -•¢r) where 4% is usedj* ¤ zi;
branching fractions. No acccptancc or cfllcicncics are included. For D mcsons and light mcsons the PDG
Table l: The expcctcd mnn|ner·oI` B mcscns per l0'Z° are calculated with the thcoritlcal values ofthe B
Dj- —· Dy + y 100%
B?-·!*
D' +(vr°,7)50%
0- -»0" + 1:- 50%
83-%*
5.-· E~+- (#0, 7) l00%0 O
BT-•l"’
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